
Buyers' Briefing S/S 21

Womenswear
Key Items

Amidst economic and climate challenges,
optimise your apparel offer by putting

practicality, comfort and versatility first

Happy Haus



Action Points
Expect your post-pandemic consumer to emerge with lower spend and higher
expectations. This is the time for overdue change, as purchase justification
becomes hard fought. Focus on end use, with comfort, practicality and
versatility emerging as baseline expectations. Streamline your assortments,
giving more consideration and space to what remains. 

1. Continue to buy closer to season where possible, in addition to limiting
unnecessary SKUs and repurposing existing stock.

2. Collaborate across categories to develop hard-working multi-use
products such as the pull-on short, all-day active top or city-to-beach skirt.

3. Fabric will be a key differentiator in terms of sustainability and
performance. Bring performance properties, such as weatherproofing,
thermoregulation and antibacterial, into your fashion range.

4. Comfort becomes a non-negotiable, but shouldn't be limited to cut-and-
sew. Use it as a hook to transform categories such as tailoring and denim. 
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S/S 21 Phasing Calendar
Key Items

Key Drops

January

Transitional

February

Early Spring

March

Spring/Summer Wedding/
Occasion

April

Festival

May June

High Summer/
Holiday

Performance Raincoat

All-Weather Trench

Spring Shacket

Comfort Blazer

Poncho-inspired Knit

Summer Blouson

All-Day Active Top/ Body

Formal Jersey Dress

Cape Sleeve Dress

Kaftan-Trapeze Hybrid

Femme Utility Skirt

City-to-Beach Skirt

Forever Jean

Utility Jogger Hybrid

Pull-On Shorts

Summer 2 Mile Suit



The demand for hard-working outerwear that caters for
year-round weather continues, but with a new need for
protective performance. There is risk associated with
developing outerwear lacking on this front. As the
world navigates environmental and health concerns,
develop your range with defensive textiles that filter,
absorb or resist carbon and other contaminants. The
demand for protective face masks will continue, so
build them into detachable hoods and necklines to
provide shielding.

WGSN forecast confirmation: opt for
cocoon-like silhouettes, tapping into the
S/S 21 Born Survivor theme

Sustainability: technical fibre
innovations continue to develop from
recycled materials, with a primary focus
on lightness and durability. Use Recycled
PET polyester and recycled nylon fibres,
and choose low-impact recycled, water-
based or low toxic coatings and finishes

Invest
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Performance
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In an unpredictable market, heritage-driven outerwear
classics will instil a sense of familiarity, reliability and
long-term value. The trench is a versatile,
transseasonal item, and it's therefore more
straightforward to phase into ranges amidst the
seasonal production and delivery challenges during
and post-pandemic.

Carry over reversible designs from A/W 20/21 and
introduce #modulardesign details, such as integrated
liners and detachable hoods. These value-driven add-
ons will transform the trench into a year-round
investment piece.

Key brands: Rains' complementary liners
collection and Kassl's reversible trench

WGSN catwalk data: we tracked the
steady rise of the trench over the past few
S/S seasons, increasing to its biggest
share yet at 13% coats mix across S/S 20
shows. This is mirrored at online retail
where the trench accounts for 21% UK and
26% US of the new season coats
assortment
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The shacket achieves star status for its versatile
indoor/outdoor appeal, with the ability to span both
seasons and demographics. Shackets increased by
28% YoY to hold 8% of the jackets mix across A/W
20/21 shows. Growth is mirrored at online retail where
shackets increased by 77% in the UK and by 54% in the
US YoY (2% jackets mix) across S/S 20 new-ins.

S/S 21 will see the shacket transcend the utility
category and expand into other trends; be sure to tap
into perennial feminine and #minimalist themes.

WGSN confirmation: a key item at
the New York, Milan and Copenhagen
trade shows

Colour: use it as a colour vehicle. Explore
undyed neutrals for capsule essentials, or
soft hues derived naturally

Sustainability: WGSN Instock data
tracks an increase of organic cotton used
within jackets +169% UK YoY. Use it to
promote comfort, breathability and
durability
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The need for comfort-driven essentials will only
escalate post-pandemic, as WFH becomes the new
normal for many. Although lockdown has increased
demand for lounge sets, this isn't the long-term answer.
For S/S 21, use the consumer's newfound familiarity
with easy, throw-on styles to improve on end-use for the
tailoring category. Soft-touch fabrics, relaxed cuts,
collarless necklines and generous vents take the blazer
beyond its traditional formal roots by providing ease-
of-movement, layering appeal and the cosy factor.

WGSN confirmation: The Home Hub will
continue to inspire beyond loungewear 

WGSN catwalk data: as A/W 20 blazers
plateaued, now sitting at 46% jackets mix
(5PP below their share in S/S 20), evolve
tailored looks with relaxed, casual styles

Sustainability: responsibly sourced linen,
jute, bamboo viscose and ramie bring out
the raw and natural character of textiles
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With comfort now ingrained in the consumer's psyche,
key cardigan and sweater styles will take on cocooning
forms as people seek feelings of reassurance. Update
patterns with trapeze-inspired silhouettes, cape-like
sleeves and easy dropped shoulders. The Home Hub
principles will extend into S/S 21, so continue to focus
on super-soft touch knits that promote next-to skin
softness, lightness, good recovery and easy care. For a
refined craft direction, create textured openwork
designs.

This year-round piece is able to bridge seasons.

WGSN catwalk data: as cape/poncho
styles jumped 35% YoY to 7% of the coats
mix across A/W 20/21 shows, we expect
this silhouette to inspire knit, top and
dress categories for S/S 21

Selling points: both age and size
inclusive, poncho silhouettes give the
A/W knitted vest a spring makeover,
allowing for easier movement and an
opportunity to layer up or down

Test
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Poncho-inspired
Knit
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As the coronavirus pandemic causes the consumer to
reprioritise wellness and the environment, expect local
and restorative #staycations to increase. With this in
mind, use your S/S 21 holiday shop offer to drive an
end-use beyond destination dressing. Shake off the
blouson's bohemian roots and bring it into the
contemporary minimalist category by paring back
colour and detail to let the silhouette do the talking.

Colour & print: scaled-back colour and
print will allow the blouson to phase into
a variety of capsules, from laid-back
workwear to beach daytripper looks

Details: repurpose voluminous blouse
styles with subtle updates. Design gentle
cutouts, feature buttons, or update
colour with natural dyeing techniques

Protect
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Cross-functional fashion apparel with active qualities
will be important due to the rise of multidisciplinary
sports, but also in response to the consumer
prioritising health and wellness. This will evolve
traditional retail categories; forward-thinking brands
will avoid doubling up on styles and instead innovate
high-performing products that can sit across multiple
ranges. Buy into streamlined, lightweight and versatile
tops and bodies that give the wearer flexibility to wear
them across swim, workout and on the sofa. Innovative
thermo-regulating fabrics emerge too, helping to evolve
the comfort conversation.

Selling points: fashion shapewear is an
opportunity ripe for growth; see disruptor
Skims as a key example

WGSN Instock data: luxury retailers
increase new season bodysuits by 51%
US and 27% UK YoY. Be cautious not to
overbuy. Focus on solution-oriented
styles rather than seasonal fashion cues,
as UK trend-led retailers decreased new-
in styles by 13% YoY

Test
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All-Day Active
Top / Body
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Expect 2021 to host a rescheduled flurry of events as
the world gets back to a more normal calendar. Jersey
is often overlooked in the occasionwear category due
to to its casual roots, but it is perfectly positioned to
support fashion retailers playing "catch up" with
deliveries due to its quicker lead time. Premium,
sustainable innovations also possess the soft-touch
comfort factor (a post-pandemic consumer priority).
Repurpose deadstock jersey to create elevated, fashion-
forward styles – look to Proenza Schouler, Christopher
Esber and Dion Lee for inspiration.

Selling points: design adjustable ties and
straps that promote multi-way
wear. Envelope 1976 offers a key example

Sustainability: elastomeric fibres can
hamper garment recycling and
biodegradability, but recycled and
biodegradable developments are coming
through that add stretch and solve these
issues

Test
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Look out for the cape sleeve, as it poses competition to
the popular #puffsleeve since a variety of celebrities
including Natalie Portman, Selena Gomez and Meghan,
Duchess of Sussex, have sported the detail for events
and award ceremonies. Expect cape-like details to
update key top and dress styles, not only due to the
cape's connotations with superpowers and survival, but
in line with the unprecedented influence the gaming
industry will have on fashion going forward. From a
practical standpoint, the cape sleeve detail will also
flatter a range of body types and demographics.

WGSN Instock data: luxury retailers hold
the majority of new season cape sleeve
style dresses (44% UK and 71% US). A
detail to watch for mid-market

Selling points: adopt the same design
method as A/W's scarf coat and offer
removable cape scarves and cape sleeves
to enhance practicality of wear
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With comfort and versatility a high priority for
consumers, this size-inclusive silhouette speaks to the
summer evolution of #stayhomestyle and Staycation
looks. Full form shapes continue to bring a playful
silhouette rebalance, so evolve A/W's Full Volume
Dress into a laid-back, kaftan-inspired style and market
its multiple end-uses, from garden lounging to wedding
guest attire and vacation. Keep the look #minimalist
and details paired back, but invest in tiers and poncho-
like cuts for subtle interest. Ground your range in
versatile neutrals and perennial meadow ditsies.

WGSN Fashion Feed: follow #fullvolume,
#trapezedress and #fulllengthkaftan for
updates on this uptrending silhouette

WGSN data: full-skirt dresses were up
37% YoY to an 11% share across the A/W
20 catwalks – maxi lengths are key to the
look. At retail, the majority of volume is
held at luxury (54% US, 45% UK) but it 's
trend-led retailers that grew S/S 20 new-
ins the fastest (+91% US, +76% UK YoY)
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An aesthetic that keeps on giving, utility looks remain
relevant for S/S 21 thanks to connotations of
versatility, durability and practicality. As
#newfemininity continues to inspire a softer, romantic
take on key styles, design fuller skirt silhouettes with
flattering high waistbands, incorporating pretty pleats
and ties that add timeless detail. Neutral, undyed
colours and the enduring nature of this piece lends it to
sustainable fabric innovation. WGSN Instock data
tracks the rise of organic cotton across S/S 20 new-in
skirts (+116% UK YoY), so explore this fabric and
design for circularity.

WGSN confirmation: Women's Style Trend
Concepts S/S 21: HomeSpun: Soft Utility

WGSN catwalk data: our data tracks the
continued rise of full skirts (+21% YoY, 10%
mix) across A/W 20, indicating fuller
shapes are an important silhouette shift
for the skirts category

Invest
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As the longstanding impact of comfort takes hold,
update A/W's soft midi-skirt with pull-on features,
including loose wrap details and an elasticated waist.

With cross-functional product a focus for apparel in
2021, ensure you communicate the multiple end-uses
of this skirt;  from the office to the beach and beyond.

Though casual at its core, luxurious fabric choices such
as silky sustainable Lyocell or cupro will feel elevated
and take the wearer from day to evening.

WGSN Instock data: sarong skirts begin
to emerge globally across luxury and
trend-led retailers. While this style
remains small, 48% of all sarong skirts
arrived only in the last three months

Colour: keep hues neutral and nature
derived, allowing the skirt to be dressed
up or down across a versatile capsule
wardobe

Test
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#Sustainability should provide the foundations of
denim design. Expect this field to become more
competitive at mid-market level, as emerging brand
disruptors drive a new sweet spot between eco-friendly
and affordability. Ditch frivolous fashion cues and cut
back on SKUs in favour of innovation, fit and resale
potential;  this will resonate with a consumer searching
for pieces built to last. Bank on familiar heritage fits,
such as Still Here's Originals collection. Communicate
your credentials via ticketing and branding to promote
transparency and brand purpose.

WGSN Instock data: BCI cotton
continues to emerge within denim,
holding 1.6% UK, 1.2% US of S/S 20 new-
in jeans

Sustainability: recycling processes are
making circularity more achievable. Use
recycled denim blended with organic
cotton, or blend in low-impact fibres such
as hemp or FSC Lyocell Tencel. Derive
colour from pre-dyed recycled denim
fibres or waterless, low-toxic dyes
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AW 19/20 saw a slowing of the cargo trouser in favour
of relaxed tailored styles, as the principles of active and
loungewear continue to influence the category. Improve
end use of the utility trouser by offering roomy fits with
adjustable elements. Key details including drawstrings
(+36% YoY, 2% mix) and pleats (+17% YoY, 11% mix)
rose across the A/W 20 shows. Choose removable
pockets and zips at the knee to allow a transformation
from trouser to short – see Cos' multifunctional edit for
inspiration. Silhouettes are becoming more relaxed,
with straight legs topping the mix (29%) over slim and
tapered.

Sustainability: as recycled polyester
continues to be favoured as the more
responsible fabric choice (+139% UK,
+100% US YoY across S/S 20 new-ins)
choose lightly slubbed accents for a
textured finish, or opt for GOTS or
recycled cottons with natural, bio-based
proofs and coatings

WGSN confirmation: Style Trend
Concepts S/S 21: HomeSpun: Soft Utility
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Last S/S saw shorts appear as one of the top three
fastest growing categories in the UK and US (new-in
volumes grew by 23% and 5% YoY). Smart, tailored
styles have been the leading trend, but expect this to
rebalance as the consumer reprioritises comfort and
ease of wear. As the cycling short continues to fall out
of favour, the pull-on short emerges as a more practical
yet fashion-forward alternative, appealing to a broader
range of body types and demographics.

Key influencers: social media stars
Brittany Bathgate and Loulou De Saison
are both endorsing the pull-on short for
its comfort and style credentials

WGSN Instock data: luxury retailers
increased small volumes of elastic waist
shorts (+29% YoY) across S/S 20 new-ins.
This is an early indication they will start
to impact the mid-market
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2020 lockdown has caused consumer demand for the
two-mile suit to accelerate, but loungewear separates
for S/S 21 will have to work harder and offer a new
reason to buy. Invest in fabric innovation to enhance
the growing need for health and wellness attributes
post-pandemic; important areas to develop include
CBD infusions, compression recovery-wear, moisture
management, thermoregulation, restorative sleepwear
and antibacterial fabrics. Leaders winning in this field
include Lunya, Aboutwear, Skin, Acabada and Live The
Process.

Sustainability: incorporate organic
second-skin jerseys enhanced with new
generation bio-based synthetics, eco-
stretch, wellness benefits and toxic-free
fabric finishes. Add texture with organic
cotton waffle

Key updates: rework A/W patterns with
cropped lengths, shorter sleeves, and in
lighter weights. Evolve A/W 20's fashion
cardigan as it filters into lounge territory
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With Staycations on the rise, reframe your vacation-
ready pieces to suit #stayhomestyle lounging and
action-packed day trips. The resort shirt is a key item
for S/S 21, so design it with coordinating bottoms or as
part of a romper to offer a multi-product purchase
opportunity.

Rework deadstock perennial prints to continue the
trend of #checksonchecks and Beyond The Sea stripes.
Opt for simplified designs and neutral colours that will
have longevity to work beyond S/S 21.

WGSN Fashion Feed: check out
#pyjamadressing, #staycation and
#twomilewear for updates on this style

WGSN catwalk data: rompers/playsuits
increased by 73% YoY to hold 7% of the
suits and sets mix across A/W 20 shows

Fabrics: use retracted textures to play up
a relaxed mood. S/S 20 has new-in
seersucker +45% UK, +20% US YOY at
luxury retail
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Methodology
WGSN Catwalks data

• WGSN is supplied with images covering all of
the major catwalk shows and pre-season
collections. Each look is classified with its
individual garments, allowing us to get
accurate counts for each product
classification. This ensures the tags apply at a
garment level, not to the whole look

• The garments are then given further
keywords for style, silhouette, neckline, length,
print and pattern, detail, embellishment and
fabric. This process is completed by our panel
of fashion-trained image taggers. Each image
is quality checked for accuracy by an in-house
team

• This report uses data based on A/W 20 and
19, as well as S/S 20 and 19 collections across
London, Milan, New York and Paris

WGSN Instock data
• Based on women's products across 147 UK
and US retailers from January 1 2020 to April
10 2020. Historical data was collected from
January 1 2019 to April 10 2019.

• Please note, some retailers are excluded to
ensure like-for-like calculations and to avoid
inflated product counts due to the acquisition
of new retailers on the Instock platform

• Numbers may fluctuate as we recategorise to
help clarify ambiguous/new products or if
retailers refactor their website

Definitions
• New in: new products available online during
the specified period by retailer, category or sub-
category

• Market segmentation: retailers are segmented
by their reaction to trend. Trend-led retailers are
those that are first to respond. Contemporary
retailers work alongside trend to create their
own look. Value retailers include supermarket
and other value brands. Mass market are those
that don't lead the trends but follow them. The
luxury market represents high-end retailers

@to ast


